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This work evolved out of sketches I made when in Sydney in 2004 after having a few 

drinks in a Spanish bar in the city with my rather eccentric Jungian Analyst friend.  I 

cant get out of my mind how as I sat there late that night sipping red wine,  the ‘game’ 

was clearly in action, and you could have been anywhere in the world – in a bar – late 

at night – watching like an old man from the corner the comings and goings of the 

hunt.  The most beautiful young woman with long coiled blonde hair walked in on the 

arm of a strong young muscled armed buck.  Every man and woman in the place had 

to stare to take in the ‘beauty’.  However it was almost an abstract experience and had 

something god-like about it, something of the gods of Eros and how we see beauty. 

 

When I first painted this work, it was more about a fight over a ‘prize doll’, but 

slowly evolved once on the canvas (remembering I have changed so much during the 

last 5 years myself) into something else, which was more about almost a rescue of 

some sort of ideal, or an image of hope being protected despite how ugly life 

becomes.  It reminded me of the long at sea Spanish sailors in the Arctic seas 

worshipping the Virgin Mary statue which is entombed and lit in the side of a cliff 

like a beacon of hope (I can’t recall where in the Artic, but have this picture cut out of 

a National Geographic magazine from ages ago stashed in my notes somewhere). 

 

The other icons in the work including what appears to be shades of pioneers, clowns, 

heroes, sailors, and beasts are attempts at describing our metaphorical life, and 

Sydney shades here, the masks we fall into at times.  Somehow the big brawny guy 

with the blind fold is the hero we are, and oddly enough we almost find our way as it 

turns out without sight, having to let go of so much we ‘thought we knew’ as the way. 

 

 


